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Visual presentation
of
research results

Objectives. This guide is intended to enable you to

•
•
•
•

explain why visual aids are used in scientific presentations
plan your presentation
select the most appropriate format for your visual
aids
organize your graphical information
give an effective presentation

Study materials

•
•

Samples of effective and ineffective visual aids
Graphic art materials for preparing visual aids
Projectors (slides and overhead)
Experimental data to be converted into visual aids

Practlcals

•
•

Examine and characterize samples of effective and
ineffective visual aids
Prepare an outline of a presentation
Practice the preparation and presentation of visual aids
3

QuesUoDS
I How do visual and oral communication complement each other?
2 How much information do we remember after
three days?
3 What should you do fIrst when planning your
presentation?
4 What words should you eliminate from titles?
5 What type of transparencies should you uSe
when copying artwork with a photocopier?
6 Why should you design your visual aids horizontally?
7 What determines the proportion of you r artwork?
8 What is the maximum size of artwork when using
a typewriter?
9 How big should the letter size in a visual aid be?
10 Why should you not use CAPITAL LETTERS?
11 What letter type should you use?
12 How can you check the readability of your visual
aids?
13 What should the maximum viewing d istance be?
14 What should the maximum quantity of information be on your visual aids?
IS On graphics, what is the most effective way to
distort the tru th?
16 Identify at least four mistakes in Figure 8 .
17 What does "breaking of values· mean?
18 How should you label curves and columns?
19 What units should you use, and whic h ones
should you avoid?
20 What does ·signifIcant digits· mean?
21 What should you do with footnotes?
22 What should you practice when rehearsing your
presentation?
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Why use visual aids?
Planning your presentation
Fonnat of visual aids
Organization of graphical infonnatlon
Presentation
Bibliography
Suggestions for trainers

Abstract. Well prepared visual aids improve commu nication of research results and enhance the impact
of your presentation. Your research will be more a p preciated, However , poor visual aids ruin even the
best message, You can spoil a presentation by presenting badly prepared visual aids, or by presenting
visual aids badly,

This Research Guide summarizes recommendations
on how to plan, prepare, and deliver visual presen tation of research results, It concen trates on visual aids
containing text, tables, and graphics, The Research
Gu ide does not cover photography.
5
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Why use visual aids?

Communication becomes more efficient, the mor e human senses are involved . The two most important
senses are sight and sound. Sight is responsible for
more than 80% of total learning. Sight reinforces verbal communication.
ViSUal and oral communication complement each
other; they address complementary hemispheres of
the human brain ("whole-brain learning"). After three
days, we remember only 10% of what we hear and
20% of what we see; but we remember 40% of what
we hear and see.
Good visual aids attract the attention of the audience
and improve the efficiency of a presentation. Visualization encourages authors to structure their presentations, and to organize their thoughts in a systematic way. Visu alization also helps to simplify information .
Researchers often fail to realize that ineffective visual
aids make the presentation of carefully elaborated research results confusing and djfficult to follow. Audiences lose interest. In contrast, carefully designed
visual aids enhance a presentation.
In scientific presentations, we often face the problem
of "too little time". The real problem is planning and
organization. Visual presentation helps to adapt the
information to the time available.
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Later, during the discussion, or in personal conversation, you can provide more information. Do not present everything you know.
Simplicity. You do not need sophisticated material
and equipment to prepare good-quality visual aids.
You can prepare simple and good visual aids for the
overhead projector with felt-tip pens on overhead
transparencies.

Photocopier. If you have a ccess to a photocopier, you
can type and draw your artwork on paper. Many
photocopiers can copy artwork onto overhead transparencies. However, you need special transparencies
for photocopying; ordinary transparencies damage the
machine.
For handmade artwork, use ordinary, inexpensive
overhead transparencies. Photocopy transparencies
are too expensive.
Do not merely photocopy material from books or scienWic articles. Prepare your material specifically to
suit your presentation.
Computers. Computers are becoming increasingly
available for scientific use, and computer programs
offer a wide variety of possibilities for preparing visual
aids.
The same guidelines for handmade artwork apply for
designing visual aids with computers. You do not
have to make your visual aids more sophisticated.
The most effective visual aids are typically the most
simple ones.
Remember, you can prepare good visual aids without
a computer.
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Artwork. Plan your artwork such that it is easy to
convert into a visual aid, or ask a person with artistic
abilities to prepare the artwork for you. Artwork may
include text, tables, graphics, and drawings.
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Fonnat ofvisual aids

Type of visual aid. The format of your visual aid depends on the type of visual aid you intend to use
(Figure I ). Most of the following reco=endations apply to 35 mm slides, but the principles apply to overh ead transparencies and other types of visual aids as
well.
Orientation. Design your visual aids horizontally to
make best use of the projection area which is usually
horizontal. Your visual aids should fully occupy the
upper portion of the projecting area that the audience
sees best.
Vertical projection spreads beyond the screen , creating an unprofessional performance. Use horizontal
orientation consisten!ly. especially when applying dissolve or multi-image projection.

Proportion. The proportion of your visual aids determines the proportion of your artwork. The proportion
of 35 mm slides is 24 x 36 =
or, proportionally, 2 x

3.
Size of artwork. You can prepare your artwork with a
typewriter wh enever the size of your artwork (including titles) does not exceed 10 x 15 cm . If you use a
typewriter, take a good ribbon and place a new reversed carbon paper facing the backside of your typing sheet to improve the typing quality.
Letter al%e . The letter size relates to the size of your

artwork. A letter "n" should not be smaller than 1/50
of th e height of your (horizontal) artwork.
In the case of a 10 x 15 cm artwork, the mmunum
size of "n" is 10 cm divided by 50 = 2 mm. Thjs is the
letter "n" size of ordinary typewriters.
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Letter type. Use lowercase (small) letters, whenever
grammatically acceptable. Lowercase letters are easier
to read.
IN CONTRAST, CAPITAL LEITERS ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO READ.
Use simple letter types (sans serif).
Avoid fancy lettering.

Figure 1. Format of visual aids (example).

Or i entation

horizontal

Proportion

2 x 3 (proportion of this box)

Size of artwork

10 x 15 cm ma xi mum ;
better 8 x 12 cm (s ize of this box)

Letter size

2 mm minimum

Letter type

lowercase. sans serif
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The illustrations of this document are presented in
"Arial". "Helvetica", "Geneva", "'Gothic", and "Univers"

are also useful typefaces.

Readability. Check the readability of your visual aid
in two simple ways:
•
•

place your artwork at a distance of 7 times its
width
hold your slide against the light

If you can recognize the con ten t clearly, it will also be
visible on the screen.

Viewing distance. Readability depends also on the
viewing distance. The viewing distance should not exceed 6 times the width of the projected image on the
screen; the viewing distance should' not be less than 2
times the width.
Design. Do not crowd your visual aids. Make the best
use of available space, but leave open areas. Headings
do not need to be on top. Use headings and other elements to balance your design (Figures 2 and 3).
In viSUal. presentations, you can deviate from conventions , whenever reading becomes easier, such as
switching the axes (coordinates) of a graph (Figure 2).

Identification patterns. If there is no risk of confusion, just use one pattem (Figure 2). However, for
curves that are close to each other, or cross each
other, use distinct or contrasting pattems, such as
continuous, broken, and dotted lines (Figure 3) .
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Yield in 1998

variety 1

variety 2

variety 3

variety 4

o

30

20

10

40
yield (t/ha)

Figure 2. Make best use of available space.

Figure 3. For curves that cross each other use distinct patterns.

yield (tIha)

50

_---.:variety 1

Yield development
in cassava
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growing period (months)
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If necessary, differentiate columns with different densities of a uniformly patterned (dotted) screen. Autoadhesive transfer screens are available in shops that
sell artists' materials. Differentiate neighboring sections by screens that differ by at least 30% density.
Do not leave one column or portion blank (Figure 4) .
Avoid 'pretty" or "fancy" patterns. Avoid combinations
that cause optical distortion (for example, horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal lines in opposite directions)
(Figure 4) .

Figure 4. Patterns and labels.

Yield: Total and size proportions
OK

OK

no!

no!

o

10

20

30

40
yield (kg/ha)
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Colors. Colors help to distinguish elements. Use colors carefully, however. Use a consistent color pattern
throughout a series of visual aids. Use dark-colored
images on contrasting light-colored backgrounds, or
vice versa. Do not use more colors than absolutely
necessary. Do not use colors just to make your visual
aid "pretty'.

15
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Organization of graphical information

Quantity of information. A small format (for example 8 x 12 cm) helps to prevent crowding in a visual
aid. Do not include more than five items, five experimental factors , five text lines, five columns, or five
curves.
If you have more information, reduce the informaticn
or divide it into a series of visual aids.
Reduction of information. Show only the information that you are willing to explain . Don't say: "Look
only at this number". Show only this number! Do not
include information that you cannot explain for lack
of time.
Division of information. If the information still exceeds the limits of a visual aid, divide it into two or
more visuals. For example, you may explain the assumptions in one visual aid, and the data in another
(Figures 5 and 6) .
Transformation Into graphics. People understand
graphics more quickly than tables. Nonetheless, restrict your graphics to a maximum of five comparisons.
Choice of graphics. Use:
•
•
•
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curves for continuous processes, such as price
trends over years, or yield development during
the growing period (Figure 3)
bars for independent results, such as rainfall
at different locations (Figure 7)
pies or fractionated bars for proportions
within items, such as size proportions within
totals (Figure 4)

Population and food increase: Assumptions
(World Bank 1989)
~-----------------------------------------------------------------

Population increase

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

as present

as present

declining

2

4

4

Food increase (%)

Figure 5. Explain the assumptions in one visual aid ...

Figure 6 . ... and the data in another.

Food gap 1990-2020
maize equivalent (million tonnes)
case 1

200

100

o

-----------------

case 3
II

I

1990

I

2000

I

2010

I

2020
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Headings. Give each visual aid a heading. Again, be
concise. For example, simply write: "Rainfall in 1998"
(Figure 7).
Avoid "Effect of ... ", "Influence of ... ", or 'Comparison
of ... " (Figure 8). It should be evident that your research is on effects, influences, and comparisons.
During your presentation, read and interpret all your
headings. Also, read and interpret all your data.

Coordinates. The system of coordinates has four
quadrants. Quadrant 1 is most commonly used: The
horizontal 'X positive" abscissa shows the independent variable (for example, years) (Figure 6); the vertical "Y positive" ordinate shows the dependent variable
(for example, yield, prices).
For negative variables select other quadrants.

Zero position. Begin all coordinates at zero (Figure
7). The most effective way to distort the truth is to
begin at other values (Figure 8). Don't do it - Figures
7 and 8 show the same data!
Identification of coordinates. Write identification of
coordinates concisely and horizontally. Label the vertical ordinate horizontally on top of the ordinate (Figure 7), not vertically along the left side (Figure 8).
Identify the values along the coordinates with a minimum of numbers and digits. Indicate the size of the
unit (for example, "million tonnes") (Figure 6).
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Rainfall in 1998

mm
800

.

600
I~

400

-

200

-

.
-.

o
2

3

location

4

Figure 7. Coordinates should begin at zero; ...

Figure 8. ... beginning the coordinates at other values distorts the truth .

Comparison of rainfall
1 = location 1

2

3

4
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Figure 8 is an example of a badly constructed visual
aid. It contains too many numbers along the vertical
ordinate, the unit "=" is missing, and the vertical
identification of the ordinate is difficult to read . The
legend is not necessary, if columns are identified as in
Figure 7.

Breaking of values. Generally, do not break curves
or columns. If just one value exceeds the common
range, break it, but maintain the zero position .
For example, if one column is much longer than the
others, break the column, but also break the corre·
sponding coordinate. Write the real value into the
broken segment (Figure 9) .

Figure 9. Breaking of values.

Rainfall in 1998

rrm
2000

1

1000

500

o
1

20

2

3
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Line width. On charts and graphs, curves and columns should stand out most clearly; coordinates are
less important. Select the line width accordingly (Figure 6). You may add thin horizontal and/or vertical
lines to guide readers.
Labeling. Write labels directly onto the visual aid,
close to t he corresponding curves or columns. Write
labels horizontally (Figure 6). Do not use symbols,
keys, or legends to identify curves and columns.
Horizontal orientation of columns/ bars (instead of
vertical) allows you to write labels horizontally directly
into the bars. In most cases you need to label only
one bar (Figure 4).
Units. Use t he 'Systeme Intemational dUnites" (SI
units) . SI units include a few basic units (m, kg, s, A,
K, cd, m ol) from which all other units are derived (cm,
m 2 , kg.m·', and so on) .

Still acceptable may be ha (hm' ), I (dm3 ), and t (Mg).
Avoid non-SI units, such as inch (in), foot (ft) , mile
(mi). gallon (gal). pound (Ib).
In certain studies you may need to record data in local units: Indicate the conversion factors to the corresponding SI units .

Decimals. Maintain a consistent number of decimals
(Figure 10). Do not pretend precision by giving more
decimals than your experimental methodology allows.
In most cases, three 'significant digits" are sufficient
(for example 321 or 1.23). One decimal may" be sufficient for 't/ha'; no decimal may be required for "%
marketable yield".
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Statistical significance. Indicate the statistical significance of all experimental results. Give the numerical s.e./ s.e.d . values, or u se bars representing s.e./
s.e.d. (Figures 2 and 10 ). A table showing the significance of experimental factors and interactions may be
more interesting than the experimental data (Figure
11).

Do l10t show visuals full of nonsignificant results, unless the nonsignificance is relevant.
Texts.

To make reading easier,
it is best to break up your lines
according to the content.
Do not break your lines just anywhere.

When presenting textual information, your visual aid
should show only keywords. Do not show the entire
text.
Footnotes. Avoid footnotes. Show any additional explanation on additional visuals. An exception may be
statistical significance, such as ·s.e." (Figure 10) .

In publications, you have to write references and
sources. In visual presentations, you can just mention
them. Do not crowd your visuals with references. A
short reference as in Figure 5 may be acceptable.

Errors. After preparing your visuals, review your data
carefully. Errors cast doubts on your entire research .
Make sure to use the appropriatl' .statistical techniques. Consult your statistician before beginning an
experiment.
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OK
(Uha)

item
item
item
item

1
2

3
4

23.4
32.4
26 .3
29 .7

no!
(Uha)

23.436
32.3876
26
29.675

nol

OK
(%J

(%)

12
16
19
21

12.3453
15.7846
19.4823
20.8635

------------------------------------ -- -- - s.e.

2.4

Figure 10. Use of decimals and statistics .

Figu re 11. Significance of experimental factors and interactions.

-------------------------------------.
Source

DF

M.Sq.

----

- - - -- --

Cultivars (C)
Hormones (H)
Experiments (E)
CxH
CxE
HxE
Error (C x H x E)

P

5
5
2
25
10
10
50

4.58
11 .38
0.32
0.33
0.11
0.47
0.11

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.058
< 0.001

0.463
<: 0.001
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Presentation

Choice of visuals. Overhead transparencies are pre·
ferable when you have to give your presentation under daylight conditions, or when your presentation
contains mainly textual data.

Color slides require a darkened room. Slides presented in a dark room shortly after lunch may cause
drowsiness. If you cannot darken the room completely, "high contrast" black-and-white slides may still be
useful. Slides with a blue background are more
pleasant to the eye, but require a well-darkened room.
Rehearsal. Rehearse your presentation preferably at
the location where you will give it. Monitor timing.
Check sequence and orientation of visuals. Practice
the use of projectors, remote control, pointers, microphones, and light switches, even if audiovisual assistance is available. Recheck your visuals shortly before
your presentation.
Explanation. During your presentation, read and explain your visuals completely, word by word and
number by number. Explain and summarize.

Remember: Do not include any information that you
cannot explain due to lack of time, or because "it is
just not so important".
Comportment. Face your audience. Never speak towards the screen . Overhead projectors especially help
you to face the audience. If you wan t to poin t to a
place, do it directly on the overhead transparency, not
on the screen.
Uncovering your visuals. When using an overhead
projector, guide your audience through the transparency by uncovering portion by portion with a sheet of
paper. Uncovering prevents your audience from read-
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ing the whole overhead transparency instead of listening to you.
VariatioD_ Vary your presentation by including photographs (color slides) of real-life situations, the experimental environment, crops, research and training
activities.

If you have to use both slide and overhead projectors,
present your visuals in portions of slides and portions
of overhead transparencies. Do not switch often between slide and overhead projectors .
Pointers. Use pointers only when you need them, for
example, when the audience cannot easily see what
you are talking about. Do not use pointers routiIiely
throughout a presentation .

After each use, return the pointer to its place. If you
are nervous. hold the pointer dose to your body.
If you use an electrical pointer, don't distract your audience by uncontrolled illumination of screen, wall,
ceiling, or people. Switch the pointer off after each
use .
If you use an overhead projector, place a small
pointer, such as a pen or pencil, directly over the
transparency. Leave it at places where you want to
give emphasis.
Summary of presentation. At the end of your presentation, show a visual aid that summarizes your
main points, or repeat your outline .
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Sugges tions for trainers

If you use this Research Guide in training

Generally
•

Distribute handouts (induding this Research
Guide) to trainees one or several days before your
presentation, or distribute them at the end of the
presentation. Do not distribute handouts at the
beginning of a presentation , otherwise trainees
will read instead of listen to you.

•

Ask trainees not to take notes, but to pay full attention to the training activity. Assure them that
your handouts (and this Research Guide) contain
all relevant information .

•

Keep your training activities practical. Reduce
theory to the minimum that is necessary to understand the practical exercises.

•

Use the questions on page 4 (or a selec tion of
questions) for examinations (quizzes, periodical
tests) . Allow consultation of handouts and books
during examinations.

•

Promote interaction of trainees. Allow questions,
but do not deviate from the subject.

•

Respect the time allotted .

Specifically

•
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Present the content of this Research Guide using
the study materials listed on page 3 (45 to 60
minutes) . You may photocopy the illustrations of
this Research Guide onto transparencies for
projection with an overhead projector.

Divide your trainees into groups of 3 to 4 persons
each . Give each group a different table with experimental data relevant to the subject of the
course. Ask groups to convert the table into a visual aid loverhead transparency) . After 30 minutes
collect the group work.
•

Ask groups to present their visuals, criticize their
own work, and explain what they would do differently. Then ask for additional comments from
other participants 115 to 20 minutes per group) .

•

Summarize, or ask participants to summarize the

main points of the exercise 15 minutes) .
You may conduct additional practicals, preferably
in group work, as suggested on page 3 .
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